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• Ensure top plates on all exterior walls are completely installed.
• Ensure all truss layout marks are clearly visible on top plate.
•

•
•
•
•

Best Practice: Transfer these marks onto the side of the top plate, as well, so
that it’s easy to see from the ground where trusses go and if they’re off-layout.

If different styles of truss are called out, label each mark (T01, T02, etc.)
Clear all slip/trip hazards completely out of the way of work area.
Have ladders/scaffold staged and ready for use.
If there are no interior walls to support the peaks (when trusses are laying
flat), build a temporary wall or brace to support them.

Push sticks or
bird’s mouth
Studs with a scrap
piece nailed at an
angle to top.
Allows workers to
move trusses
without needing
ladders.

Diagonal bracing
Cut with a sharp angle on
one end to temporarily
secure top of gable.

“Strongbacks” (vertical 2x4 braces)
Attach directly to stud framing on
exterior of home to prevent gables
from tipping over wall.

“Rat runs” or “cat walks”
16’ 2x4s, marked with truss
layout and orientation labels.

Frieze Blocking
2x8 blocks installed tight between
truss heels that prevent trusses
from tipping/racking.

Top chord bracing
16’ 1x4 or 2x4s, marked with truss
layout and orientation labels.

Plan ahead to determine manual or crane loading.
In both cases:
• Use only workers comfortable with heights.
• Provide all necessary fall protection (mobile scaffolding or harnesses)
for all workers who will be more than six feet from the ground.
• Perform as much work as possible from ground, ladders, and scaffold.
• Clearly communicate all hazards associated with working on heights,
moving trusses, and working around any equipment.
* Clearly communicate the hazards of the gussets.
•
•

Where possible, use a hammer to bend in long exposed edges.
Don’t use too much force or try to completely fold the edges over or
the plate will buckle and the “teeth” may pull out of the lumber.
Serious cuts from these gussets
are the leading cause of injuries
on truss day! Make sure everyone
knows to be careful around them.

• Trained staff or AmeriCorps should be the only individuals
communicating directly with a crane operator.
• Designate and train additional individuals to communicate in
cases where visibility is limited.
• Prepare trusses, braces, and house before the arrival of the crane.

Locate, mitigate, and communicate all hazards before or during set-up.
The crane operator will set up in a location he/she deems best.
However, it’s our responsibility to make sure:
•

•
•

There are no potential hazards from overhead power lines
(must remain at least 10’ away at all times)
The crane is not at risk of damaging any concrete
The crane is not at risk of moving during operation
(not set up on muddy/icy locations)

For larger projects or special items ask a representative from the crane company
to come view the site and talk about the task before the scheduled crane day.
• They can recommend best set-up locations and specify the size/type of crane
best suited to the task.
Examples:
• Lifting trusses from backyard onto house, but crane has to be in front yard (poor visibility)
• Lifting entire sheds into backyards, over fences (heavy loads/long reaches)

Use appropriate hand signals to communicate with crane operator.
• Always talk with operator during set-up to ensure you’re using the same signals.
There are industry standards, but there can also be different interpretations.
• Establish a hand signal for which direction you want the peak of the truss to be
lowered. (This is often easier than raise boom/lower load signals.)
Raising boom
will bring load
closer to crane.
Lowering boom
will move load
away from crane.
This means
“pause,” so
crane does not
move at all. It’s
usually used
when a safety
concern arises.

Position workers and clearly communicate each role.
• Stage ladders at each side of house so workers can guide tails onto top plate.
– These workers should never have their head above the level of top plate.
– For each “pick,” one of these workers will need to untie the guide rope
from the truss trails.
• Have another worker ready to position and climb a ladder in the middle to
remove the cable from the peak.

Do not sheathe gables before manually lifting on to house.

Sheathing gables makes them too heavy to safely lift and move into place.
• Once gables are laid flat on top of house, you can sheath them there
before tipping up into place.
• This minimizes the amount of high ladder work necessary for sheathing
after gable is stood in place.

Set up scaffolding inside and outside home so workers can stand
comfortably to pass trusses from outside home to top of walls.
You only need one section of scaffolding each inside and outside for loading the
trusses, then use push sticks to slide them along top plates and into position.

For two-story homes, stair-step
scaffold leading up to home so
workers can pass trusses up
scaffolding before passing onto walls.

Once trusses are staged, use push sticks to help move them onto layout.
• Make sure teams communicate when moving trusses to avoid
pinching hands between trusses, knocking people off ladders, etc.
• Watch out for gussets!

Moving trusses out of their own way:
Stacking trusses can be dangerous, as they then have to be lifted off of each other.
Leaning trusses is preferable, as they can more easily be slid around on the top
plates. However:
• Make sure leaning trusses can’t slide (down) on their own.
• Make sure if you lean trusses against ones which are
already stood, that those trusses are securely braced.

Establish a Limited Access Work Zone directly below
where trusses are being raised and secured.
Only workers directly involved in standing and
bracing trusses may walk or work in this area.

Install temporary vertical supports (“strong backs”) on exterior of house at gable
ends before standing gables to prevent them from tipping over edge of house.
• These should be two 2x4s nailed
together in an “L” for strength.
• Ensure these are secured to framing.
• A trained staff member or
AmeriCorps must install or supervise
and inspect the installation of these
supports.

Positioning your truss crew:
Position a worker on a ladder at each truss tail.
• They will pull trusses to layout, secure truss tail to top plate, and
install frieze blocking.

Have workers with push sticks in
the middle under the truss to help
move it into position.
• When not standing trusses they
can pass up blocks and braces.

Have one worker in a harness
attached to spreader bar (or
with mobile scaffolding directly
beneath him/her) in trusses.
• He/she will catch and steady
truss, then secure top braces.

Once assigned, workers shall have no duties
other than securing/bracing the trusses.

Standing the Gable
Whenever possible, stand the gable using the crane:
• Rest the bottom chord on the top plate, use sledgehammers to tap it into
position, then secure bottom of chord/attached deadwood to top plates.
• Lower the crane line just enough that you can tip the top in and out, but
keep it fastened to prevent gable from actually tipping.
• Plumb gable and secure top with one to three temporary diagonal braces.
– These should be at very sharp angles; ensure they will not interfere with the
next truss’s placement.
– OR brace the gable back to ground outside the home.

Heights Safety when standing Gable
Installation of the gable and first truss requires a worker to be high enough to
secure top bracing – but there is no way to secure a harness to the trusses yet.
Either:
• Place scaffolding directly under where this worker will be, or
• Work from a tall (10’-12’) A-frame stepladder.
Do not lean an extension ladder against the gable (from inside or out),
even after temporary diagonal braces are attached.

For each truss: install frieze blocking, stand truss, secure bottom then top.
Frieze Blocking:
• Push block up tight against previous truss (or gable) and secure with (4)-16d nails.
Stand Truss:
• Push/pull truss up tight to blocks on each end, then push
truss until both heels are flush with outside of top plates.
• Workers with push sticks push peak of truss up to stand it.
• Worker in trusses catches peak of truss and steadies it.
• If using truss spreader bar, push truss tight into open end
of bar and drop pin in place to secure.
Secure Bottom:

• Adjust truss back and forth until heel is perfectly
flush with top plate.
• Toenail bottom of truss into top plate (not where
next block will rest).
• Drive nails through truss into top of frieze blocking.

Attaching top chord bracing (horizontal)
Once the heels are secured, attach horizontal bracing to top chord of truss.
• Mark truss layout on horizontal braces and pull truss until chord is
perfectly aligned on this layout.
• Use 8d nails (or 16d but do not sink them).

Diagonal top chord bracing is mandatory
for leaving trusses unsheathed overnight.

Attaching top chord bracing (diagonal)
Attach diagonal bracing across top chords at opposing angles.

Horizontal top chord bracing
only keeps trusses on layout,
tied to other trusses.
The whole system can still rack
and tip unless you provide this
diagonal bracing.
Remember: triangles are much
stronger than squares!

These trusses had horizontal bracing, but nothing at a diagonal to prevent tipping.

Absolutely no standing/working on top plates or within truss systems
without fall protection (harness or scaffolding).

Those workers who need to work from within trusses
(standing on top chords) must be protected with either:

OR

Mobile scaffold

Personal Fall Arrest System (harness)

directly below work area at all times

attached to truss spreader bar anchorage.

Observe all scaffolding procedures, including:
Each section must be fully planked.
Each section must be fully braced.
Note: Single levels of scaffolds (those used as fall
protection) do not need handrails or toekicks.

LOCKED
Ensure wheels are all
locked across entire
system before working
on platforms.

UNLOCKED

Strap on the safety harness according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Straps worn too loosely
can result in serious injury
in the event of a fall:

Loose chest straps can
slide up to a worker’s
neck during fall arrest.

Loose vertical straps
can result in a worker
being suspended
horizontally or upsidedown after a fall.
Loose leg straps can result in
blood constriction while
suspended after a fall.

Spreader bars serve two purposes during truss installation:
1) Temporarily brace truss top chords at 2’ o.c. spacing.
2) Serve as safety anchor point for workers in truss system.

To Install:
1) Fit leg flanges over and
around truss top chords.

2) Secure each leg flange to the truss
by slotting in Detent Pin. Depress
button at top of pin, slide into both flange
slots, and then release button to lock pin.

3) To prevent the bar from sliding down
the truss, secure the bar with (1) 16d nail
into each ⅛” hole in the leg flange.

Remember: a spreader bar may only be used as a safety anchor point when:
• Spreader bar spans and is secured to three trusses.
• Trusses supporting spreader bar are also temporarily braced by
cross-bracing.
• Spreader bars must always be used in pairs in a “leap-frogging”
fashion (see next slide).

This means:
• Always use spreader bars in pairs when standing trusses.
• When standing a truss into the forward bar, you must be clipped into
the previous one.

“Leap-frogging” spreader bars:

Gable

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)

Begin installing trusses from ladders or scaffold.
Stand gable and first truss. Attach Bar #1 to both.
Stand second truss into Leg C of Bar #1 and secure.
Install cross-bracing to all three trusses.
Bar #1 may now be used as an anchor.
Stand third truss and install Bar #2 on second and third trusses.
Stand fourth truss into leg C of Bar #2 and secure.
Install cross-bracing to all three trusses.
Bar #2 may now be used as an anchor.
Clip into Bar #2, remove Bar #1, and move it to next truss. Continue across roof.
T1

T2

Bracing shown here for instruction
only; install at least halfway up peak.
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Leg

A
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To secure additional braces after trusses are stood,
use Spreader Bar as an Anchor Point to protect workers in trusses.
When used as an anchor the spreader bar must
span and be secured to three trusses.
Our spreader bars are manufactured
to fit on only 2x4 chords.

Position spreader bars directly above the work area. Move
it side-to-side and up/down the trusses as necessary.
Ensure all pins are locked into place and free of interference.
Never use anything but manufacturer-supplied locking pins.

